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Getting the books The Devil Of Dunakin Castle Highland Isles now is not type of inspiring means. You could not unaccompanied going with book accrual or library or borrowing from your friends to entre them. This
is an completely easy means to specifically get guide by on-line. This online broadcast The Devil Of Dunakin Castle Highland Isles can be one of the options to accompany you gone having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. believe me, the e-book will enormously make public you other situation to read. Just invest tiny mature to retrieve this on-line revelation The Devil Of Dunakin Castle Highland Isles as
well as review them wherever you are now.

Bound to a Warrior - Donna Fletcher 2010-08-31
Bound to a Warrior is the first book in Donna Fletcher’s thrilling new series featuring four brave Highland
warriors who are determined to return the legendary king of Scotland to his throne. Fletcher captures all
the magic and passion of the wild Scottish Highlands in this sexy and exciting historical romance, the story
of a proud, brave lass whose heart is imperiled when she finds herself Bound to a Warrior.
Siren's Song - Heather McCollum 2014-03-18
Jule Welsh is a young siren whose life has become a roller coaster ride, her mother has been declared
insane and been committed, a stalker is building a Jule-shrine, and the gorgeous new guy in town is
interested in her.
Bride of the Beast - Adrienne Basso 2017-05-09
When Haydn of Gwynedd first met Bethan of Lampeter, she was a brave and fearless young girl, risking her
life to save his. Now Bethan has grown into a striking, courageous woman who needs Haydn’s help to
defeat her tyrannical stepfather. Haydn’s dark gift compels him to offer marriage in name only, but he
cannot deny the passion that sears them both. . . Previously published in Nature of the Beast
The Scottish Rogue - Heather McCollum 2018-09-24
Previously released as A Rose in the Highlands on Entangled’s Amara imprint 1684, Scottish Highlands
Clan chief Grey Campbell would rather die than see Finlarig Castle, his family home, fall into English
hands. He’s already had to fight off a blazing fire, likely set by the outsiders constantly lurking outside the
castle, so one beautiful Englishwoman flashing a bill of sale does not intimidate him. Evelyn Worthington
has dreams her own. Dreams that could finally come true, now that her brother has purchased a Scottish
castle. The trek from England was exhausting, but it will all be worth it once she can get past the brawny
Highlander and into her castle... And ignore the passions that flare between them. It’s a battle of wills, but
Evelyn and Grey aren’t the only ones with their sights set on Finlarig. As secrets are revealed and muskets
are lit, the fate of the Campbell Clan, Evelyn’s hard-fought plan, and the possible future between this
Sassenach and Highlander are in as much jeopardy as their lives. Each book in The Campbells series is
STANDALONE: * The Scottish Rogue * The Savage Highlander * The Wicked Viscount * The Highland
Outlaw
Highland Heart - Heather McCollum 2012-12-17
Alec Munro, chieftain of the Munros, has captured the Englishman who swindled his father. Set on
retribution, he's caught off-guard by the thief's beautiful daughter, a lass whose beauty and spirit leave him
questioning the value of revenge. Rachel Brindle has a secret: she can heal people with her magic. While
journeying with her father and sister into the Highlands, she becomes a prize sought between two warring
clans. She must use her cunning and her healing magic to prevent the same slaughter that started the
blood feud a century ago. But when her secret is exposed, will it condemn her in the eyes of the barbarian
who has capture not only her family, but also her heart? The Highland Hearts series can be read out of
order, but is best enjoyed in order. Highland Hearts reading order: #1 Captured Heart #2 Tangled Hearts
#3 Untamed Hearts #4 Crimson Heart #5 Highland Heart
To Love a Highlander - Donna Fletcher 2018-03-27
His hate runs deep for her. Will his love run just as deep?Craven of the Clan MacCara is a fierce Highland
warrior, fighting endless battles and conquering his foe, but there is nothing the mighty warrior can do to
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save his wife and unborn child. He can, however, make the person responsible for their deaths suffer for it.
He had nearly taken the healer's life that tragic day, his hands having been at her throat. To his regret, he
let her live and warned her never to return. He has lived with that regret for the past year, but no more.
She has dared to return home and he intends to make her suffer before he takes her life. He is called the
beast for a reason and he intends to release the beast on her. Nothing will stop him. Nothing... or so he
thinks.Espy has no place to go but home... to her grandmother, the one person who loves her. She has no
choice, for what awaits her there is far less frightening than what she is running from. She is a healer, wise
in the old ways and knowledgeable in the ways of a physician, her father having taught her. She is hopeful
that Craven MacCara, a beast of a man, might find it in his heart to forgive her, since a day has not gone by
that guilt, misplaced as it is, has not weighed heavily upon her. If not, then death will be her only
salvation... or so she thinks.Truths begin to surface, lives are threatened, secrets are discovered, and love
finds a way to heal the heart, and Espy discovers what it means... To Love A Highlander.
Highland Warrior - Heather McCollum 2021-04-27
Joshua Sinclair was once the fiercest and most notorious warrior of the mighty Sinclair clan of Northern
Scotland. But now there’s nothing and no one that can make him take up arms again. Except a beautiful
woman, it seems. When Kára Flett, daughter of a fallen Norse chief, finds herself unexpectedly sheltering
the strongest, most brutal warrior in the land, she throws together a risky and outrageous plan to bring him
to her side. Threats of violence bounce right off him. Offers of gold seem to entice him even less. Desperate
enough to use the pleas of the village children to sway him, she’s shocked when he’s completely unmoved.
There’s only one tactic left for her: seduction. Her hasty proposition falls completely by the wayside,
though, as she and the Highlander come together in a carnal inferno. But bringing him into her life also
brings his enemies to her clan’s doorstep—the very clan Kára is trying to protect. And as their feelings
deepen, Joshua will have to decide between duty and love once and for all. Each book in the Sons of Sinclair
series is STANDALONE: * Highland Conquest * Highland Warrior * Highland Justice
The Striker - Monica McCarty 2015-11-24
New York Times bestselling author Monica McCarty continues her Highland Guard series in this tenth
steamy historical romance set against the sweeping backdrop of the Scottish Highlands. When Eoin
MacLean decides to fight with Robert the Bruce, he knows he will earn the enmity of his new bride’s father,
but he doesn’t expect Margaret MacDowell, the spirited girl he’s fallen in love with, to betray him. Blaming
her—and himself for trusting her—for the disaster that led to the death of Bruce’s two brothers, Eoin cuts
her out of his heart and leaves her behind with no intention of ever coming back. But when Bruce puts him
in charge of conquering the troublesome southwest province of Galloway—ruled by his wife’s father—Eoin
reconsiders. Especially after he learns that his treacherous wife who thinks him dead plans to remarry.
That’s one wedding he has no intention of missing.
Crimson Heart - Heather McCollum 2014-06-24
Elena has spent her entire life hiding her family name while walking the thin line between lady and servant
in a Protestant household. She has kept the secret of her lineage for years, but with a new, fiercely Catholic
queen on the throne, Elena's Protestant caretaker is being targeted. And when Bloody Mary discovers
Elena's true identity, she must flee to Scotland to save her life. Highland warrior, Searc Munro, has secrets
of his own. In a family of healers, his dark, killing magic must never be known. When his father's life is
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threatened, Searc unleashes his lethal power to save him. With his clan's suspicious glances and whispers
plaguing him, he sets off alone, only to find another use for his magic in saving a beautiful lass being
attacked in the forest. Teaming up as exiles, Elena and Searc head toward Edinburg to find refuge. Yet,
with a series of ritual killings haunting the city and a traitor attempting to assassinate Scotland's regent,
suspicion turns to Searc. As word of another British heir reaches the country, the two must learn to trust
each other if they want to live. The Highland Hearts series can be read out of order, but is best enjoyed in
order. Highland Hearts reading order: #1 Captured Heart #2 Tangled Hearts #3 Untamed Hearts #4
Crimson Heart #5 Highland Heart
Knight of Desire - Margaret Mallory 2009-07-01
Fearless in Battle His surcoat still bloody from battle, William FitzAlan comes to claim the strategic
borderlands granted to him by the king. One last prize awaits him at the castle gates: the lovely Lady
Catherine Rayburn. TENDER IN BED Catherine risked everything to spy for the crown. Her reward? Her
lands are declared forfeit and she is given this choice: marry FitzAlan or be taken to the Tower. Catherine
agrees to give her handsome new husband her body, but she's keeping secrets, and dare not give him her
heart. As passion ignites and danger closes in, Catherine and William must learn to trust in each other to
save their marriage, their land, and their very lives. KNIGHT OF DESIRE
Immortal Bad Boys - Rebecca York 2010-09-01
Curl up under the covers with a trio of bad boys who know how to please. After all, they've had an eternity
to practice. . . Night Ecstasy by Rebecca York New Orleans is a city pulsing with every forbidden pleasure
three-hundred-year-old vampire Jules DeMario desires--including artist Taylor Lawson. And as their
relationship becomes more intimate and erotic, more than Taylor's creativity finds stimulation. . . Velvet
Night by Rosemary Laurey Police officer Vickie Anderson is in the Virginia mountains looking for solitude.
What she finds is seductive Pete Falcon. The cop in her says stay away. But the woman in her can't resist
his almost feral combination of sex and danger. . . Midnight Court by Linda Thomas Sundstrom A creature
of the night, handsome Christopher Dante is as lustful as any man. At Lord Rothchilde's infamously
debauched Midnight Court, he meets temptation: the innocent future bride of Lord Rothchilde himself. But
in this Midnight Court, both Dante and his jealous former lover, Elizabeth, will have to risk their hearts in
order to survive. . .
The Dark Knight's Captive Bride - Natasha Wild 2016-11-14
She is the daughter of his enemy...and the keeper of his heart. Richard de Claiborne, the dark earl of
Dunsmore, serves King Edward Plantagenet well. Sworn to obey his king's every order, he nevertheless
chafes at the command he wed the daughter of his enemy--a man who slew his father in cold blood. But
King Edward wants peace in his lands, and he will stop at nothing to get it. If he has to order his most
powerful Marcher lord to marry a Welsh princess, he considers it a small price to pay. Princess Gwenllian is
a political pawn. When she's forced to marry the evil Black Hawk de Claiborne, she quakes at his fierceness
and brutality. But she does her duty to her father and her people, knowing she will never surrender to her
enemy. In the halls of Black Hawk's great keep, Gwen glimpses a man who can be tender and passionateand who teaches her about breathtaking sensuality and a desire so great it threatens every vow she ever
made to keep her heart locked tight. As war once more looms between Wales and England, Gwen realizes a
terrible truth: she's in love with the enemy. When long-buried secrets threaten to destroy her fragile
happiness, she must make a terrible choice-or watch the man she loves sacrifice his life to save hers...
Highland Justice - Heather McCollum 2022-04-26
As the new chief of Clan Mackay, Gideon Sinclair knows the importance of maintaining order at any cost.
To keep the conquered clan in line, Gideon must mete out ruthless justice or risk losing their precious new
peace. But from the moment he meets Cait Mackay—aye, from the moment the sweetness of her lips
captures his—all of Gideon’s careful objectivity is well and thoroughly compromised. Cait knows that
kissing the brawny Highlander is a dangerous game. It was bad enough she picked his pocket to feed the
children in her care, but sometimes a desperate woman must disguise her crimes any way she can. Only her
act of deception has made things worse... Because one kiss with the Highland’s most brutal chief leaves her
breathless and out of her depth. Now Gideon must choose between his duty and his heart when his lovely
thief is accused of treason against the king himself. Each book in the Sons of Sinclair series is
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STANDALONE: * Highland Conquest * Highland Warrior * Highland Justice
A Sword for His Lady - Mary Wine 2015-07-07
A Publishers Weekly Top 10 Pick for Spring 2015 He'd defend her keep... After proving himself on the field
of battle, Ramon de Segrave is appointed to the Council of Barons by Richard the Lionheart. But instead of
taking his most formidable warrior on his latest Crusade, the king assigns Ramon an even more dangerous
task-woo and win the Lady of Thistle Keep. If only she'd yield her heart Isabel of Camoys is a capable widow
with no intention of surrendering her valuable estate. She's fought long and hard for her independence, and
if the price is loneliness, then so be it. She will not yield...even if she does find the powerful knight's heated
embrace impossible to ignore. But when her land is threatened, Isabel reluctantly agrees to allow Ramon
and his army to defend the keep-knowing that the price may very well be her heart. Here's what you can
expect from Mary Wine: "Major sizzle factor." -Lucy Monroe, USA Today bestselling author "A fast-paced
tale." -RT Book Reviews "Exceptionally well researched and extremely authentic." -Night Owl Reviews
Highlander’s Prize - Mary Wine 2012-04
Acclaimed author Wine captures all of the raw, rugged beauty of the Scottish Highlands, where tumultuous
times bred a race of warriors who fought for country, keep, and kin, and loved as passionately as they lived.
Original.
Claimed by the Highlander - Julianne MacLean 2012-08-28
When Lady Gwendolen is captured by Highland warrior Angus "The Lion" MacDonald, this fearsome enemy
forces her to marry him in order to unite their two warring clans, which places both their lives and their
hearts in great danger.
The Highland Outlaw - Heather McCollum 2019-10-21
Shaw Sinclair, chief of the outcast clan of Sinclairs of Caithness in northern Scotland, has made a deal with
the devil. Despite his strength and lethal skills, he needs help—specifically from a woman—to accomplish
his mission to bring a bairn to safety to the coast. When he meets the brave and beautiful Alana Campbell
at a Samhain Festival, he decides she's the one. Alana Campbell is ready to show the world she's just as
skillful with a sgian dubh as any man. Attracting the attention of the brawny chief who coerces her to join
him on his journey to the coast of Scotland gives her that very opportunity. Sparks flash between them as
they're forced to act as husband and wife to accomplish the deadly mission. However, when secrets
threaten to tear them apart, they have to decide if their differences outweigh the reality of their feelings...
Each book in The Campbells series is STANDALONE: * The Scottish Rogue * The Savage Highlander * The
Wicked Viscount * The Highland Outlaw
Bedding the Enemy - Mary Wine 2010-08-01
The McJames clan's nemesis battles to overcome deceit while surrendering to desire in a sweeping Scottish
romance from the author of In the Warrior's Bed. Laird Keir McQuade is a newcomer to his title and has
much work before him to restore the McQuade honor. Finding a wife is an excellent start. He's duty-bound
to go to court and swear homage to his king anyway, a perfect opportunity—were not court women trussed
in stupid fashions and corrupted with false mannerisms. Of course, not every lady hides behind a powdered
face . . . Helena Knyvett may be a daughter of the aristocracy, but in truth she is little but a pawn in her
brother's ploys for power. Her smallest acts of defiance carry a heavy price. But one honorable man among
a crowd of dandies could give her all she needs to change her fortunes—and set her free . . . Among the
ruthless ambitions of England's powerful, love at first sight is a dangerous game. But the treachery,
scandal, and treason that follow can unleash as much passion as it does adventure . . . Praise for Mary Wine
and her novels “Deeply romantic, scintillating, and absolutely delicious.” —Sylvia Day, New York Times
bestsellingauthor “My kind of historical! . . . sweeps you into the time period without taking a thing away
from delightful characters and a charming romance . . . definitely a must-read.” —Heather Graham, New
York Times bestselling author “Dramatic and vivid . . . Scorching love scenes threaten to set the sheets
aflame.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review)
The Cabells and Their Kin - Alexander Brown 1895
The Beast of Aros Castle - Heather McCollum 2017-02-20
Ava Sutton is on the run from a dangerous man and makes her way safely to Scotland. Masquerading as a
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titled, English lady, she must convince the darkly handsome chief of the Macleans of Aros to wed her before
she is tracked down. Tor Maclean, the new chief of Aros Castle, has sworn off marriage. Despite his efforts
to scare away the Englishwoman his father arranged for him to wed, Tor is nonetheless drawn to her
passion and beauty. But he doesn't know if he can forgive the untruths that have come to light for a chance
at a once-in-a-lifetime love... Each book in the Highland Isles series is STANDALONE: * The Beast of Aros
Castle * The Rogue of Islay Isle * The Wolf of Kisimul Castle * The Devil of Dunakin Castle
The Wolf of Kisimul Castle - Heather McCollum 2017-08-14
"The Wolf of Kisimul Castle was a delight to read. It was heartwarming, had me laughing and crying. This
book is a must read!" - USA Today bestselling author, Madeline Martin. Mairi Maclean is kidnapped on her
wedding day by the enemy of her groom. Taken north to the water-surrounded Kisimul Castle, she is held
captive in the name of retribution. But The Wolf of Kisimul Castle soon learns Mairi is not a docile pawn in
this game of war between neighboring Scots. Nor will she be frightened into walking down the aisle to wed
the fierce Highland chief. Alec MacNeil is set on revenge for the murder of his wife. And Mairi is how he’ll
get it. An eye for an eye. A bride for a bride. But Mairi is more tiger than kitten and refuses to bend to his
will. Set stubbornly against one another, the passion that flares between them threatens to tear Alec's
strategy to shreds. Each book in the Highland Isles series is STANDALONE: * The Beast of Aros Castle *
The Rogue of Islay Isle * The Wolf of Kisimul Castle * The Devil of Dunakin Castle
How to Ensnare a Highlander - Michelle McLean 2018-02-12
When Lady Elizabet Harding’s family is targeted by the notorious Highland Highwayman, she finds herself
wounded and an unwelcome guest of the charming outlaw who’d ruined her reputation earlier that day.
Elizabet only wants to get even for her family’s downfall, but the more time she spends with the scoundrel,
the more complicated her feelings become. By day, Laird John MacGregor graces the court of Charles II. By
night, he exacts revenge on his enemies – one of whom is betrothed to the fiery heiress who has, quite
literally, fallen into his arms. The daughter of one enemy and promised to another, Elizabet should be the
last person John wants. Yet even as she exasperates him, she is all he has ever desired for himself. When
her life is put in danger, he will do anything necessary to protect the women he never expected to
love...even if it means they cannot be together. Each book in the MacGregor Lairds series is STANDALONE:
* How to Lose a Highlander * How to Ensnare a Highlander * How to Blackmail a Highlander
The Devil's Lady - Deborah Simmons 2015-06-02
Was she under a spell or truly the Devil’s Lady? Bid by King Edward to marry, Aisley de Laci hopes to avoid
the altar by choosing Baron Montmorency. She is certain none will agree to the union, especially the baron,
who is rumored to practice the dark arts from his isolated keep. Renowned in battle, Montmorency does not
want a wife, no matter how wealthy and beautiful. But even he cannot defy the king, and what comes to him
he takes—and holds. Aisley refuses to believe that Montmorency possesses any mysterious powers. Yet how
else to explain her own growing feelings for a man so shrouded in shadow she has never seen his face?
"Deborah Simmons guarantees the reader a page-turner." – Romantic Times Two-time RITA Finalist
Deborah Simmons is a USA Today bestselling author of historical romances originally published by Avon,
Harlequin, and Berkley, as well as a romantic comedy.
The Sinner - Margaret Mallory 2011-11-01
The Return of the Highlanders: Book 2 Four fearless warriors return to the Highlands to claim their lands
and legacies. But all their trials on the battlefield can't prepare them for their greatest challenge yet:
winning the hearts of four willful Scottish beauties. Irresistible Desire Alex MacDonald is known for his skill
as a warrior, his prowess with women, and his vow to never take a wife. But now his chieftain has asked
him to make the ultimate sacrifice: wed Glynis MacNeil, a lass famed throughout the Highlands for her
exquisite beauty-and defiant ways. Familiar with heartbreak, Glynis refuses to fall for another handsome
scoundrel. Yet when Alex's past sins force an unlikely union, Glynis gives in to temptation and becomes his
wife. Will their newfound passion be strong enough to fight the enemy that threatens their home, their clan,
and their very lives?
Claiming the Highlander's Heart - Lily Maxton 2018-07-09
Georgina Townsend has never behaved like a "proper" lady. Her family accuses her of being impulsive,
sometimes to the point of recklessness. And they must be right. Because when a band of Highland outlaws
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steals Georgina's late mother's music box, instead of letting the proper authorities take care of the matter,
she disguises herself as a Highland lass and joins the group of outlaws to find the stolen item. She certainly
doesn't plan on falling for their charming leader... Malcolm Stewart has never met a more bold and
captivating woman than the mysterious lass who suddenly shows up to join his small band of outlaws. But
while she fits in easily, she's more distracting than he expected. When he returned from the war to find his
life destroyed, Mal decided to get revenge on the Highland landlords, whom he blames for the death of his
family. Falling in love isn't part of that plan—especially not with the sister of one of the very landlords he's
sworn to fight against. Each book in the Townsends series is STANDALONE: * Enchanting the Earl * The
Rogue's Conquest * A Scot's Surrender * Claiming the Highlander's Heart
Taken By Storm - Donna Fletcher 2009-10-13
Burke Longton has traveled to Scotland to find his brother, but instead finds himself in a dungeon, accused
of a crime he did not commit. Before he can devise a plan to escape, a motley crew bursts into the cell, and
he is rescued by a fiery hellion who is as beautiful as she is fierce . . . They call her Storm—an avenging
angel to the wrongly imprisoned, an outlaw wanted by the Scottish government. Everything and everyone
she'd ever loved has been taken from her, and now she's determined to never let that happen again. She
does not have time for tenderness or love . . . until she meets Burke. Rugged and courageous, his kisses
promise nights of fevered passion, while his eyes challenge her to dream of a future together. Dare she let
this man storm past her defenses and convince her to trust her heart again?
Return of the Highlander - Julianne MacLean 2015-06-06
Join countless other romance readers who have been captured, claimed, and seduced by Julianne
MacLean's passionate and adventurous bestselling Highlander series. A SCOTTISH PRISONER Nothing
means more to Scottish heiress Larena Campbell than saving her father from the gallows. While on an
urgent mission to deliver his pardon from the King, she and her English escorts are attacked by a pair of
fierce Scottish rebels. When she is dragged unconscious back to the stronghold of Angus the Lion, a
powerful and dangerous Scottish laird, she is determined to escape at any cost... CAPTOR AND
PROTECTOR Highland scout, Darach MacDonald, is suspicious of the beautiful and defiant heiress who
clocked him in the head during the skirmish with the enemy Redcoats. He suspects she will stop at nothing
to win her freedom-not even a manipulative seduction of his younger brother Logan. Fiercely protective of
his brother, Darach volunteers to shepherd the heiress back to her home, but spending countless nights on
the open road with a lassie as temptingly beautiful as Larena Campbell is enough to drive any hot-blooded
Scot mad with savage desire. Suddenly he is overcome by a need to claim her as his own, but when they
arrive at her father's castle, all may not be what it seems... Look for the other novels in this exciting
Highlander series: THE REBEL - A Highland Short Story Prequel Book 1 - CAPTURED BY THE
HIGHLANDER Book 2 - CLAIMED BY THE HIGHLANDER Book 3 - SEDUCED BY THE HIGHLANDER
The Rogue of Islay Isle - Heather McCollum 2017-05-15
Cullen Duffie, a Highland warrior and charming rogue, is the new chief of Clan MacDonald. Determined to
prove he’s not his father, Cullen works to secure his clan against the English. When a woman washes onto
Islay’s shores, Cullen protects her from his uncles’ schemes. Waking up not knowing who she is or where
she comes from, Rose is at the mercy of the man who found her. Unable to speak from the swelling around
her throat from a rope tether, she learns as much as she can about the new world around her and the
powerful, sword-wielding Highlander who has sworn to protect her. Through dreams and flashes of her
past, Rose begins to rebuild her memories. But the more she recalls about the horror she escaped, the more
she realizes the jeopardy she is bringing to Islay, Clan MacDonald and the Highlander who has captured
her heart. Each book in the Highland Isles series is STANDALONE: * The Beast of Aros Castle * The Rogue
of Islay Isle * The Wolf of Kisimul Castle * The Devil of Dunakin Castle
The Devil of Dunakin Castle - Heather McCollum 2017-11-13
Englishwoman, Grace Ellington, has made a home in Scotland, but to escape from the meddling people
around her who seem to think she needs to wed right away—because women need saving, right? —she
volunteers to journey north to aid a friend in childbirth. Keir MacKinnon, the younger brother of the
MacKinnon clan chief, has been raised to strike fear in people, on and off the battlefield. Trained to uphold
MacKinnon law, he has hardened into a lethal warrior. Caught in a Highland blizzard with the feisty Grace,
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Keir realizes the beautiful woman who saved him can also save his nephew’s life. Sparks fly when he takes
her against her will to his home, and Grace’s courage is put to the ultimate test. Is Keir MacKinnon the
passionate, kind man she saved in the Highland blizzard, or is he truly the cruel executioner who seeks to
solve all issues by the sword? Each book in the Highland Isles series is STANDALONE: * The Beast of Aros
Castle * The Rogue of Islay Isle * The Wolf of Kisimul Castle * The Devil of Dunakin Castle
Highlander Unmasked - Monica McCarty 2007-08-28
Alex MacLeod’s virile physique, fearsome reputation, and renowned fighting skills have helped him master
to perfection the role of a hardened mercenary. On a secret mission to protect his clan, he must keep his
true purpose well hidden. But his dangerous endeavor is threatened by a beautiful woman he saves from
outlaws, never dreaming she will appear at court and put his plans in jeopardy. Meg Mackinnon needs a
strong husband by her side to defend her clan’s holdings, but her search has been hampered by burning
fantasies of the midnight rescuer whose smoldering blue eyes and raw sensuality left her breathless. Alex
pretends to be a mercenary with no loyalties, yet he is clearly much more. As Meg challenges Alex to reveal
all his secrets, the stakes grow perilously high, especially for the bold woman who dares to unmask a
highlander.
The Highlander's Pirate Lass - Heather McCollum 2021-08-23
Eliza Wentworth is no lady. After the notorious pirate Jandeau murdered her family, she vowed to spend the
rest of her life at sea, saving others. She’d rather be firing cannons than embroidering pillows—or worse,
bowing to the demands of a husband. But when she’s stranded on an island off the coast of Scotland, now
she is the one in need of help. And, annoyingly, that help comes not only from a man, but a man she
struggles to resist. Highlander Beck Macquarie has never met a woman like Eliza. He hasn’t met many
women, period, thanks to the blasted curse set upon Wolf Isle decades ago. To save the clan, he needs a
wife and bairns, and rough-around-the edges Eliza is anything but wife material. She has no intention of
staying once she’s able to set sail again. He should let her go. But the desire between them is impossible to
ignore. When she asks Beck to teach her the ways of the bedroom while she bides her time on his island, he
can’t say no. As they learn more about each other, though, past trauma and secrets resurface. Now, Eliza
must choose between the freedom and comfort of the only life she’s ever known and sacrificing it all to save
the people she loves...including Beck. Each book in the Brothers of Wolf Isle series is STANDALONE: * The
Highlander’s Unexpected Proposal * The Highlander's Pirate Lass * The Highlander’s Tudor Lass
The Highlander's Stolen Heart - Donna Fletcher 2014-07-21

drunken father’s machinations of wedding her off to the first fool that agrees. He’s easy on the eyes and no
one can be worse than her current options. Now a new life awaits her, on an exciting Scottish isle no less,
and nothing will dampen her spirits. That is, until she arrives in her new homeland and realizes more than a
few things are amiss... Each book in the Brothers of Wolf Isle series is STANDALONE: * The Highlander’s
Unexpected Proposal * The Highlander's Pirate Lass * The Highlander’s Tudor Lass
The Devil of Dunakin Castle - Heather McCollum 2017-11-05
Englishwoman, Grace Ellington, has made a home in Scotland, but to escape from the meddling people
around her who seem to think she needs to wed right away-because women need saving, right? -she
volunteers to journey north to aid a friend in childbirth. Keir MacKinnon, the younger brother of the
MacKinnon clan chief, has been raised to strike fear in people, on and off the battlefield. Trained to uphold
MacKinnon law, he has hardened into a lethal warrior. Caught in a Highland blizzard with the feisty Grace,
Keir realizes the beautiful woman who saved him can also save his nephew's life. Sparks fly when he takes
her against her will to his home, and Grace's courage is put to the ultimate test. Is Keir MacKinnon the
passionate, kind man she saved in the Highland blizzard, or is he truly the cruel executioner who seeks to
solve all issues by the sword?
Captured by the Highlander - Julianne MacLean 2012-08-28
When she is kidnapped by her people's sworn enemy, Highland warrior Duncan MacLean, bride-to-be Lady
Amelia Sutherland is drawn to this tortured man who is using her as a pawn in a dangerous game of
vengeance and war.
Highland Betrayal - Alyson McLayne 2018-08-07
"Witty banter, adventure and passion!"—ELIZA KNIGHT, USA Today bestselling author A betrothal. A
betrayal. A love threatened by treachery. Laird Callum MacLean vowed to marry Maggie MacDonnell. But
when his father's apparent suicide makes him Laird of his clan, Callum must unmask his father's killer
before bringing Maggie into his dangerous new home. Maggie's home isn't any safer. When Callum fails to
return, Maggie does what any resourceful Highland lass would do. She escapes—and finds herself toe-totoe with Callum, who's determined to fulfill his promise. Maggie can't bring herself to trust him with her
heart again. But with a traitor still at large, they must rely on each other in every way, or their clans—and
their love—will be destroyed. The Sons of Gregor MacLeod: Highland Promise (Book 1) Highland Conquest
(Book 2) Highland Betrayal (Book 3) More praise for McLayne's Sons of Gregor MacLeod: "Raises the bar of
Scottish-set historical romances."—BookPage "You'll be captivated by the humor, passion and
adventure."—RT Book Reviews "Expertly crafted... [a] page-turner."—Publishers Weekly
Captured Heart - Heather McCollum 2012-09-11
Fleeing with only her bow, horse, enormous pet wolf, and the cryptic clues hidden in her mother's medicine
journal, healer Meg Boswell gallops north towards freedom, running from the man who falsely accused her
mother of witchcraft. Cursed with magical healing abilities, Meg knows that if she's captured, she will die
like her mother—atop a blazing witch's pyre. Winter winds rip across the Highlands, pressing Chief Caden
Macbain forward in his desperate plan to save his clan. He's not above using an innocent woman to bargain
for peace if it keeps his clan from starving. But Meg isn't who Caden thinks she is, and when she kills a man
to save the clan, he must choose between duty and her life. For although he captured her to force a peace,
Meg's strength and courage have captured Caden's heart. The Highland Hearts series can be read out of
order, but is best enjoyed in order. Highland Hearts reading order: #1 Captured Heart #2 Tangled Hearts
#3 Untamed Hearts #4 Crimson Heart #5 Highland Heart
Billionaire's Stripper - Posey Parks 2020-01-13
’
. The smoking hot dancer is on
my radar. Every night I’ll frequent the popular gentlemen's club until she’s mine. She works full time not to
pay for her college classes but to pay her father’s medical bills. I offer to assist financially and she shoots
me down. Not only is she beautiful but stubborn as all hell. Lydia has a few dangerous stalkers she’s not
aware exist. I’d happily end them. No one messes with what’s mine. Lydia is holding true to remaining a
virgin until she is married. I have no problem waiting until she is my wife. Then I’ll tame those scrumptious
curves bringing the beautiful Lydia to her knees.
Highland Conquest - Heather McCollum 2020-04-28

The Savage Highlander - Heather McCollum 2018-11-26
1684, Scottish Highlands It’s become abundantly clear to Scarlet Worthington that England no longer can
offer her anything good. With few other options, she flees to the wilds of Scotland to help her sister, who
has created a place where women learn to protect themselves. There is something special about the
Highlands. It could be the lush rolling hills, the clean air, the feeling of doing something good... or maybe
it’s the fierce Campbell warrior she’s recruited to help. Aiden Campbell has spent months recovering from
burns he sustained in a fire set by English soldiers. Finally, he’s healed enough to take temporary command
of his clan. Between the fire and his own ghosts, there is no love lost between him and the English. So why
does he say yes when the new Englishwoman in town asks for his help? And why does she have the power
to distract him so much? When Scarlet’s past stalks her all the way to Scotland, her nightmares become
real and the things Aiden has taught her are put to the test. And as Aiden fights the heat of passion that
grows between them, a different kind of wildfire threatens everything. Each book in The Campbells series is
STANDALONE: * The Scottish Rogue * The Savage Highlander * The Wicked Viscount * The Highland
Outlaw
The Highlander’s Unexpected Proposal - Heather McCollum 2020-10-19
A lass begging to marry him might top the list of “oddest things to happen,” but Chief Adam Macquarie is
desperate. And no matter how much he hates to do it, he’s not above lying to get what he wants. Starting
with the fact that he just omitted the truth about the situation back at his home—where there are no women
and only a handful of other people. Because he has a secret need for a wife himself, one she won’t be too
happy about when she finds out. Lark Montgomerie is thrilled the brawny chief agrees to save her from her
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time the two ever see eye to eye is when they’re heating up Cain’s bed. Still, the only thing Ella truly wants
is the one thing he cannot offer her: freedom. But when Cain discovers she’s been harboring a secret—one
that could threaten both clans’ very existence—he’ll have to decide between peace for the Sinclairs or the
woman who’s captured his heart. Each book in the Sons of Sinclair series is STANDALONE: * Highland
Conquest * Highland Warrior * Highland Justice

Cain Sinclair has a plan. In order to finally bring peace to his clan, he will wed the young female chief of
their greatest enemy. Only problem: capturing her and forcing her back to Sinclair castle doesn’t exactly
make her want to say yes. Ella Sutherland may be clever, passionate, and shockingly beautiful, but what
she isn’t is willing. Every attempt Cain makes to woo her seems to backfire on him. A gift? The kitten
practically claws his eyes out. A competitive game of chess? Even when he wins, he loses. It seems the only
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